Abstract

Large Language Models (LLMs) are increasingly being used for interactive decision-making tasks requiring planning and adapting to the environment. Recent works employ LLMs-as-agents in broadly two ways: iteratively determining the next action (iterative executors) or generating plans and executing sub-tasks using LLMs (plan-and-execute). However, these methods struggle with task complexity, as the inability to execute any sub-task may lead to task failure. To address these shortcomings, we introduce As-Needed Decomposition and Planning for complex Tasks (ADAPT), an approach that explicitly plans and decomposes complex sub-tasks as-needed, i.e., when the LLM is unable to execute them. ADAPT recursively decomposes sub-tasks to adapt to both task complexity and LLM capability. Our results demonstrate that ADAPT substantially outperforms established strong baselines, achieving success rates up to 28.3% higher in ALFWorld, 27% in WebShop, and 33% in TextCraft – a novel compositional dataset that we introduce. Through extensive analysis, we illustrate the importance of multi-level decomposition and establish that ADAPT dynamically adjusts to the capabilities of the executor LLM as well as to task complexity.1

1 Introduction

Recent advances in Large Language Models (LLMs) have expanded their application beyond conventional NLP tasks to more complex tasks involving mathematical, symbolic, and commonsense reasoning (Wei et al., 2022; Huang and Chang, 2023). Recent models have even been applied to decision-making tasks, such as performing household chores, navigating a webpage, etc., that require interactions with external environments or tools (Yao et al., 2023b; Qin et al., 2023). Prior works on using LLMs for decision-making, such as ReAct (Yao et al., 2023b), iteratively generate the next action to be executed in the environment given the history of actions and observations (see Fig. 1; top-left). However, as the tasks become more complex, LLMs struggle due to their limited composition ability (Dziri et al., 2023) and inability to deal with the distractors (Shi et al., 2023) in a long action-observation trajectory.

To mitigate this, modular approaches (Khot et al., 2023; Yang et al., 2023; Sun et al., 2023) incorporate a separate planner module that utilizes an LLM to create a high-level plan.2 The planner then delegates simpler sub-tasks to an executor LLM module thereby reducing the compositional complexity and length of action trajectory required by the executor. We refer to this category broadly as plan-and-execute approaches (see Fig. 1; top-right). While the plans enable these methods to guide the execution and track progress (Wang et al., 2023b), their non-adaptive nature poses a limitation when confronting unachievable sub-tasks. These approaches inherently lack the flexibility to adapt to task complexity and manage execution failures, as shown in Fig. 1 (top-right), where just one sub-task that is too complex results in overall task failure.

To address such failures, we propose As-Needed Decomposition and Planning for complex Tasks (ADAPT), a recursive algorithm that further decomposes sub-tasks when necessary, to dynamically accommodate to task complexity. We utilize separate planner and executor LLM modules within our framework but only decompose a task using the planner, if the executor LLM detects a failure. As shown in Fig. 1, the overall task of putting a clean mug on a desk in an unfamiliar environment.

---

1Project: https://allenai.github.io/adaptllm

2By “planning”, we refer to the colloquial concept of designing a list of sub-tasks to accomplish a complex task rather than its usage in classical AI-planning literature. E.g., a “plan” for preparing a lasagna could be to cook the pasta, prepare the sauce, layer the ingredients, and then bake it.
household is too complex for the model, leading to failure of the iterative executor. While a plan-and-execute-style approach initially breaks down the task into three sub-tasks, it falls short in accounting for the complexity in finding a mug. Moreover, it is challenging to anticipate the difficulty of such a sub-task in advance, as the executor could find a mug in the first attempt or in an obscure location. Therefore, ADAPT employs its recursive structure to dynamically adapt to execution failures (assessed by LLMs), by further decomposing the complex sub-task of finding a mug via the planner.

Empirically, we demonstrate the effectiveness of ADAPT on three datasets involving interactive environments: ALFWorld (Shridhar et al., 2021), WebShop (Yao et al., 2022), and a new compositional text game for crafting Minecraft recipes called TextCraft (Sec. 4.1). Using GPT-3.5 as the underlying LLM, ADAPT outperforms strong baselines (discussed in Sec. 4.2) such as ReAct (Yao et al., 2023b), and Plan-and-Solve (Wang et al., 2023b) by up to 28.3%, 27%, and 33% absolute points on ALFWorld, WebShop, and TextCraft respectively (Sec. 5). Compared to Reflexion (Shinn et al., 2023), an adaptive approach that addresses failures in the full task trajectory, ADAPT yields higher success rates by 14.1%, 9%, and 20% on ALFWorld, WebShop, and TextCraft respectively. Through extensive analysis of ADAPT, we establish the importance of recursive decomposition (Sec. 6.1) and showcase dynamic adaptation to the capabilities of the executor LLM including open-source models such LLaMA-2 (Touvron et al., 2023) and Lemur (Xu et al., 2023) in Sec. 6.2. Lastly, we demonstrate that ADAPT incorporates task complexity (Sec. 6.3), where the extent of recursive decomposition aligns with the inherent task complexity. To summarize, our contributions are:

1. We present ADAPT, a recursive algorithm that dynamically decomposes complex sub-tasks on an as-needed basis, i.e., intervening only if the task is too complex for the executor.

2. On three diverse datasets, ALFWorld, WebShop, and TextCraft, ADAPT improves success rate of GPT-3.5 over previous approaches by up to 28.3%, 27%, and 33% points respectively.

3. Analysis of ADAPT underscores the significance of recursive decomposition and the ability to adapt dynamically to varying LLM execution capabilities and task complexities.

### 2 Related Work

**LLMs for Decision-Making.** LLMs have been successfully used as agents to perform a wide variety of decision-making tasks such as robotic navigation (Ahn et al., 2022; Huang et al., 2023; Singh et al., 2023), complex multi-modal games like Minecraft (Fan et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2023a), text-based environments (Shridhar et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2023). While most of these works focus on learning from trajectories, ReAct (Yao et al., 2023b) uses few-shot prompting to build an agent that reasons about the current state (thoughts) and generates the next action in the environment, given prior actions and observations. Their iterative approach (shown in Fig. 1; top-left) can handle failures, but they have to keep track of the entire plan implicitly while deciding every local action (c.f. ADAPT in Fig. 9 of Appendix A). By incorporating planning and execution into separate modules and enabling dynamic adaptation we are able to achieve higher success rates (refer to Sec. 5).
Several follow-up works improve upon the ReAct framework by incorporating feedback in future trials (Madaan et al., 2023; Shinn et al., 2023), or using LLMs to develop heuristics for search (Yao et al., 2023a; Zhou et al., 2023). In contrast to ADAPT, they do not employ task decomposition, leading to unnecessary computation as they explore multiple trajectories or trials for the whole task, even though the LLM struggles with just one sub-task. Such works are complementary to ADAPT as they can be incorporated within the planner or executor modules to strengthen LLM performance (just like they are incorporated in ReAct).

**Decomposition and Modularity.** Our work follows extensive literature in NLP on decomposing tasks into neural modules (Andreas et al., 2016; Gupta et al., 2019; Jiang and Bansal, 2019) or seq2seq models (Min et al., 2019; Talmor and Berant, 2018; Khot et al., 2021; Perez et al., 2020; Saha et al., 2023b). With the advent of few-shot prompted black-box LLMs, this paradigm of programmatic decomposition into LLMs has become more popular (Yao et al., 2023b; Khot et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023b, *inter alia*), referred to as LLM Programs (Schlag et al., 2023; Dohan et al., 2022).

Additionally, past works in program synthesis (Murali et al., 2018; Nye et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2023) also employ task decomposition via generating a “program sketch” prior to program generation.

ADAPT not only decomposes tasks via the planner module and delegates them to the executor module but also *automatically* adapts to executor failures by further decomposing complex tasks *as-needed*. This dynamic capability distinguishes ADAPT from prior works with a non-adaptive structure. ADAPT extends the recursive and hierarchical decomposition in Khot et al. (2023), enabling inter-module communications, and robust strategies for execution failures, excelling in real-world textual environments like online shopping.

**Hierarchical Problem Solving.** In AI problem-solving, there is a longstanding tradition of hierarchical task decomposition employed in planning (Ghallab et al., 2004; Georgievski and Aiello, 2014; Höller et al., 2020), reinforcement learning (Sutton et al., 1999; Barto and Mahadevan, 2003; Nachum et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2021), and navigation (She et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2022; Blukis et al., 2022; Min et al., 2022; Song et al., 2023). These approaches, such as Hierarchical Task Networks (Erol et al., 1994), leverage domain knowledge, e.g., hand-specified library of plans, to break complex problems into simpler tasks. Our work embraces this tradition but distinguishes itself by exploring how LLMs can autonomously decompose tasks by leveraging their extensive world knowledge, without predefined plan libraries. Lastly, ADAPT performs dynamic hierarchical planning by employing its recursive structure.

## 3 Methodology

We introduce As-Needed Decomposition and Planning for complex Tasks (ADAPT), a modular approach for decision-making that integrates an LLM as an *executor* and a *planner* (Secs. 3.1 and 3.2) within an LLM program called the controller (Sec. 3.3). In Fig. 1, when ADAPT is given a complex task, it first attempts to accomplish the entire task by running the executor iteratively, and resorting to the LLM planner for further decomposition into sub-tasks if the executor fails. Subsequently, ADAPT is recursively called for each sub-task to ensure their successful completion, ultimately leading to overall task success.

### 3.1 LLM as an Executor

**Overview.** In a given environment, the executor is provided with a concise natural language task specification, as shown in Fig. 2 (left). Following Yao et al. (2023b), the executor iteratively interacts with the environment via actions generated by the LLM. This interaction continues until the task is either completed or a preset maximum iteration limit is reached. Consistent with Ahn et al. (2022), we provide the LLM with in-context demonstrations of low-level “atomic” skills specific to the environment (listed in Table 5 of Appendix A), such as knowing how to correctly heat objects in ALFWorld. This approach offers two advantages: (i) it allows us to employ the same executor with environment-specific knowledge for all baselines (Sec. 4.2); and (ii) it enables the planner (discussed in Sec. 3.2) to work at a higher level of abstraction, leveraging the LLM’s general world knowledge.

**Execution Capabilities of an LLM.** At a minimum, the LLM executor should reliably execute atomic skills. While we provide demonstrations for successful execution of atomic skills, LLMs can adapt to failures by combining multiple skills to perform complex tasks, as discussed in Sec. 6.2. For instance, in Fig. 2 (left), we show the LLM successfully cleaning a mug it’s carrying (an atomic
3.2 LLM as a Planner

Overview. The objective of the planner is to break down complex tasks into smaller sub-tasks. To achieve this, we instruct the LLM to generate a concise yet comprehensive plan consisting of a few steps, typically 3-5, as shown in Fig. 2 (right). We opt for shorter, more abstract plans because expecting a detailed, fine-grained plan upfront can be impractical, especially in unexplored environments. E.g., devising a 10-step plan to put a clean mug on a desk without prior knowledge of the mug’s location can lead to cascading errors due to incorrect assumptions. Therefore, we task the LLM to generate short plans, with the flexibility to decompose further in subsequent iterations, based on the executor’s capabilities.

Self-generated Success Heuristic. In order to decompose based on the abilities of the executor, we need to determine whether the executor is capable of finishing the given (sub-)task independently or if further decomposition is required. To this end, we employ the executor LLM to determine the completion of the (sub-)task without relying on the environment for obtaining gold rewards for (sub-)tasks. We include a simple instruction in the executor prompt to output “task completed” if it determines it has succeeded, otherwise output “task failed” in case it cannot proceed. Refer to example in Fig. 2 (left). Our success heuristic aligns with binary classification models employed in Shin et al. (2023), providing a way to simulate intermediate rewards, which complements end-of-task environment rewards (Rengarajan et al., 2022). We study this LLM-generated heuristic in Appendix F and show that it closely matches the gold reward.

3.3 Controller – LLM Program

Overall Pipeline. Thus far, we describe two LLM-based modules that can perform the roles of low-level execution and high-level planning. We incorporate these modules into ADaPT via the controller which is a pre-determined and recursive algorithm – making the overall pipeline of ADaPT an LLM program (Schlag et al., 2023; Dohan et al., 2022), shown in Algorithm 1. The overall flow of the controller program is as follows: (i) given an input task, the controller calls the executor to check if it can succeed in performing the task directly; (ii)

...
if the executor does not succeed, the controller
degates decomposing the complex task to the planner
and recursively calls ADAPT for each sub-task un-
til we hit a termination criterion, i.e., if a maximum
depth \(d_{\text{max}} \geq 1\) is reached.

Fig. 2 (mid) shows the control flow of ADAPT. A
complex task such as “put a clean mug on the desk” is first assigned to the executor. If the executor
does not succeed, then ADAPT calls the planner
to decompose the task into sub-tasks along with a
logical operator (AND or OR) indicating how to compose them. Each sub-task (referred to as ‘step’ in Fig. 2) is then assigned recursively to ADAPT and is combined using the logical operator. In the end, the success of sub-tasks after recursive decom-
position ensures overall task success (unrolled calls
to planner and executor are shown in Fig. 1).

4 Experimental Setup

We describe the datasets used in our experiments and baselines used for comparison with ADAPT.

4.1 Datasets

We employ LLMs-as-agents to perform tasks in the
following three environments and use task success rate as our evaluation metric in Secs. 5 and 6.

ALFWorld. ALFWorld (Shridhar et al., 2021)
is a text-based game version of the embodied AL-
FRED benchmark (Shridhar et al., 2020) implement-
ated in the TextWorld environment (Côté et al.,
2019). It encompasses 6 distinct task types, where
an agent is required to accomplish high-level tasks
through navigation and interaction via text-based actions in a simulated household that gives textual
feedback to an agent (e.g., put a clean mug on desk
discussed earlier in Fig. 2). Following Shridhar et al. (2021), we present results on 134 unseen eval-
uation games (test set) with a separate dev set of
10 games per task from the seen evaluation games splilt. Along with atomic skills, we add example
gold trajectories, following Yao et al. (2023b), for
two tasks: heat and look in the executor prompt.\(^3\)

WebShop. WebShop (Yao et al., 2022) is an on-
line shopping website environment featuring 1.18
million real-world products containing 500 user
queries in the test set. It serves as a complex
decision-making environment with practical applica-
tions wherein an agent must navigate a website
through a variety of commands to purchase an item
matching a user specification (e.g., grey sectional sofa priced less than $300 with fast delivery). Follow-
ing Shinn et al. (2023), we report performance
on 100 user instructions and use a different subset
of 40 queries as the dev set.

TextCraft. We create a new text-only environ-
ment for crafting Minecraft\(^4\) items similar to Word-
Craft (Coenen et al., 2021). Unlike existing agent-
based environments, tasks in TextCraft exhibit a
natural compositional structure, resembling cook-
ing recipes with steps of varying complexity, where
some sub-tasks are more intricate, such as layering
a lasagna, while others are simpler, like baking it.

Tasks in TextCraft are inherently decomposable.
In Fig. 3, crafting a beehive necessitates crafting
its ingredients, like planks and honeycomb, which
may require further decomposition. The agent thus
needs to identify and adapt to varying task com-
plexity, e.g., crafting a plank is easier than crafting
a beehive. Moreover, some recipes allow using any
item from a particular category. For instance, craft-
ing a beehive uses planks (a category), requiring
the agent to use linguistic knowledge for proper
item selection (e.g., select oak planks, a specific
item in the category planks). We evaluate our app-
roach on a test set of 200 tasks where the target
items have recipe trees of depth 2, 3, and 4 (ex-
ample tree of depth 2 is shown in Fig. 3). We use the

\(^3\)https://www.minecraft.net

---

Figure 3: Example gold trajectory in TextCraft for a task with recipe depth of 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crafting Commands:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>craft 4 oak planks using 1 oak log</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>craft 1 honeycomb block using 4 honeycomb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>craft 1 beehive using 6 planks, 3 honeycomb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal: craft beehive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Action] get 1 oak log</td>
<td>[Env] Got 1 oak log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Action] craft 4 oak planks using 1 oak log</td>
<td>[Env] Crafted 4 minecraft:dark_oak_planks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Action] get 1 oak log</td>
<td>[Env] Got 1 oak log</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Action] craft 4 oak planks using 1 oak log</td>
<td>[Env] Crafted 4 minecraft:dark_oak_planks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Action] craft 1 beehive using 6 oak planks, 3 honeycomb</td>
<td>[Env] Crafted 1 minecraft:beehive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

\(^3\)Unlike Yao et al. (2023b), we use a standardized executor prompt for all ALFWorld tasks, avoiding the agent to know the task-type apriori. Table 6 in Appendix C further demonstrates that ADAPT still improves over task-specific executors.
Table 1: ADAPT yields the highest overall success rates (%) compared to baselines from prior work (discussed in Sec. 4.2) on ALFWorld (test split). Best (highest) success rates are highlighted in bold and second-highest rates are underlined.

Table 2: ADAPT yields the highest success rate on WebShop and TextCraft (test split) with $d_{\text{max}} = 3$ and 4 respectively. \(^*\)Performance reported by Zhou et al. (2023)

4.2 Baseline Approaches

We compare ADAPT with four classes of baseline approaches described below.

Iterative Executor-Only (ReAct). In this setting, we employ the executor to interact iteratively with the environment, adopting the think-act-observe prompting style from ReAct (Yao et al., 2023b). All methods discussed below, including ADAPT, share the same executor, ensuring a standardized impact of the executor’s strength and design choices when comparing relative performance in Sec. 5. When $d_{\text{max}} = 1$, ADAPT solely relies on this executor.

Plan-and-Execute. As shown in Fig. 1, in this setting, we generate a plan first and then assign each sub-task to the executor. This approach only plans once and as a result has a non-adaptive structure (consistent with Wang et al. (2023b); Yang et al. (2023); Sun et al. (2023)). To ensure each plan step is executable without further decomposition, we design new prompts with more detailed plans. Note that ADAPT with $d_{\text{max}} = 2$ differs from plan-and-execute as it is adaptive, i.e., decomposes only when executor fails and generates relatively shorter plans (refer to Appendix B).

Try Again with ReAct. By design, ADAPT makes multiple calls to the executor module, albeit with different (sub-)tasks. Like Yang et al. (2023), we design a simple controller that requests the executor to retry the task in a total of $d_{\text{max}}$ separate trials and then uses the trial with the best performance for each task instance.

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method ($d_{\text{max}} = 3$)</th>
<th>Pick</th>
<th>Clean</th>
<th>Heat</th>
<th>Cool</th>
<th>Look</th>
<th>Pick2</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ReAct</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan-and-Execute</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Again with ReAct</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>47.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflexion</td>
<td>70.8</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPT (Ours)</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>71.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>WebShop</td>
<td>TextCraft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReAct</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan-and-Execute</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Again with ReAct</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflexion</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATS (Zhou et al., 2023)</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPT (Ours)</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

5 Main Results

Using GPT-3.5 as the underlying LLM, in this section, we show that ADAPT yields the highest success rate compared to baselines from prior work on ALFWorld, WebShop, and TextCraft datasets.

ALFWorld. In Table 1, we observe that ADAPT achieves the highest overall success rate, while using ReAct alone results in the lowest overall performance. By leveraging adaptive decomposition, ADAPT improves over ReAct’s performance by 28.3% points (absolute) as well as over Plan-and-Execute and Try Again by 28.3% and 23.8% points, respectively. Lastly, we find that ADAPT

---

\(^*\)We use the completion model as chat variants of GPT-3.5 consistently underperform their completion counterparts (Liu et al., 2023; Yang et al., 2023). We discuss the effectiveness of ADAPT different LLMs in Sec. 6.2.
yields 14.1% points higher overall success rate than Reflexion, despite the latter having access to dedicated memory and natural language feedback. Specifically, we find baselines yield poor results on ‘pick2’ tasks (<12% success rate) as they require the agent to compose two ‘pick’-style tasks involving a longer action history. However, ADAPT yields significant improvements (by over a factor of 4×) for this type of tasks.

**WebShop.** Table 2 shows a similar trend with ADAPT surpassing all baselines and achieving the highest success rate. ADAPT outperforms ReAct, Plan-and-Execute, and Try-Again baselines by up to 27% points. We corroborate the findings of Shinn et al. (2023) and observe that natural language feedback offers limited gains in performance, as compared to ADAPT (which surpasses Reflexion by 9% points). Additionally, we compare with a recent search-based baseline LATS (Zhou et al., 2023) and find that ADAPT outperforms the success rate of LATS by 6% points.

**TextCraft.** Our results on TextCraft are summarized in Table 2. First, we observe that ADAPT achieves an improvement of 33% compared to the ReAct executor. In contrast to Plan-and-Execute, i.e., starting with a fixed plan, having the dynamic ability to adapt to complex sub-tasks (in this case, crafting complex ingredients) in ADAPT improves performance by 25% points. Lastly, ADAPT outperforms Reflexion by 20% points, highlighting the importance of adaptive and as-needed planning. We hypothesize that ADAPT consistently outperforms Reflexion across datasets as the latter relies on generating feedback based on errors in the entire trajectory. In contrast, due its design, ADAPT often handle failures of small sub-tasks and redirects more resources in the form of calling the planner and decomposition to the challenging sub-tasks.

### 6 Analysis and Discussion

We analyze ADAPT in detail by addressing the following research questions on dev data splits.

#### 6.1 How does performance of ADAPT scale with the depth of decomposition?

**Setup.** To assess the impact of adaptive decomposition, we study ADAPT under three settings with increasing maximum depth $d_{\text{max}} \in \{1, 2, 3\}$ for ALFWorld, WebShop, and TextCraft. Note that $d_{\text{max}} = 1$ setting corresponds to the iterative executor-only baseline (ReAct).

**Results.** Fig. 4 shows that across all datasets, performance of ADAPT scales with increasing the maximum depth $d_{\text{max}}$. Consistently, we find a significant improvement in success rates as we move from $d_{\text{max}} = 1$ to $d_{\text{max}} = 2$, i.e., adding the planner to decompose a complex task when executor fails proves to be effective. Finally, the performance increase from $d_{\text{max}} = 2$ to $d_{\text{max}} = 3$ validates our hypothesis that some sub-tasks are difficult for the LLM to directly execute successfully, and decomposing these further boosts overall performance.

#### 6.2 Does ADAPT cater to different execution capabilities of LLMs?

**Same LLM, different execution capabilities.** We run ADAPT on three different executor prompts on ALFWorld: (i) task-specific gold trajectories, (ii) atomic skills and common gold trajectories for 2 tasks used in Sec. 5 (hybrid), and (iii) only atomic skills. Using gold trajectories aligns closely with the task at inference-time and thus, should exhibit high performance. In contrast,
executor using only atomic skills relies on the inherent composition abilities of the LLM, yielding weaker performance. Here we examine if ADAPT can improve success rates for all three settings.

Results. In Fig. 5, we observe that ADAPT consistently improves over the executor-only baseline for all diverse executor settings. As expected, the executor prompted with task-specific trajectories performs the best (left), while the executor with only atomic skills performs the worst (right). Notably, ADAPT substantially improves performance of the relatively weak executor, improving success rate from 3.3% to 41.7%.

ADAPT with different LLMs. We study the ability of ADAPT to improve performance across different LLMs (as planners and executors): (i) GPT-3.5, (ii) GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023), (iii) LLaMA-2 70B (Touvron et al., 2023), and (iv) Lemur 70B (Xu et al., 2023) on test splits of all datasets.

Results. Fig. 6 shows that ADAPT consistently improves downstream performance for all models across all three datasets. Consistent with Liu et al. (2023), we find that the gated GPT models outperform the open-source models based on absolute success rates. Nevertheless, ADAPT is effective across LLMs and improves performance of GPT-4, the strongest LLM, by up to 37%, as well as LLaMA, the least performant LLM, by up to 15% on the TextCraft dataset.

6.3 Does ADAPT handle task complexity?

Setup. By the compositional design of TextCraft, complexity of each task in the dataset can be defined with respect to the depth of the crafting recipe, i.e., recipes with higher depth would be more complex to craft. We evaluate efficacy of ADAPT and the ReAct baseline on the test set of TextCraft with increasing recipe depth. Furthermore, while we provide ADAPT with a maximum budget of $d_{max} = 4$, we study how the maximum decomposition depth utilized by ADAPT to succeed ($k_{max}$) varies with task complexity.

Results. Table 3 we observe that ADAPT improves success rates for games with recipe depth of 2 from 26.9% to 78.2%, and of depth 3 from 1.8% to 38.7% as compared to the ReAct baseline. As expected, the executor alone is unable to handle complex recipes with depth $\geq 3$, but with the help of ADAPT the performance improves significantly. Additionally, given the same budget $d_{max} = 4$, as the recipe depth (complexity) increases from 2 to 3, ADAPT’s level of decomposition ($k_{max}$) also increases from 1.9 to 2.8. This showcases that ADAPT leverages as-needed decomposition in order to handle task complexity.

6.4 Can we use different planner and executor LLMs within ADAPT?

Setup. The planner and executor modules of ADAPT do not need to necessarily use the same underlying model. Following, Lin et al. (2023) we explore if a relatively smaller LLM can be used to perform local actions in the executor and a more
Table 4: ADaPT improves performance on ALFWorld (dev) when using different planner and executor LLMs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Executor LM</th>
<th>Planner LM</th>
<th>Success Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPT-3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td>38.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPT-3.5</td>
<td>GPT-3.5</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLaMA-2-70B</td>
<td></td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLaMA-2-70B</td>
<td>GPT-3.5</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results. Table 4 shows that ADaPT can successfully be used to generate plans from one LLM that are useful to a different, possibly smaller, executor LLM, improving success rates by up to 19.9% compared to the executor-only (ReAct) setting. Interestingly, using an open-source model, such as LLaMA-2-70B-chat (Touvron et al., 2023) can be used as an executor with a more advanced LLMs such as GPT-3.5 to improve success rates by 22.9% points. Since the planner LLM is used sparingly, open-source executors can dramatically decrease the monetary or computational costs of using ADaPT. We defer combining knowledge from stronger and weaker LMs within ADaPT to future work, as examined in the context of mathematical reasoning (Fu et al., 2023; Saha et al., 2023a).

6.5 How does ADaPT compare to baselines in terms of LLM calls?

Setup. Performance of decision-making agents can be enhanced by increasing the number of calls allowed to an LLM, e.g., number of retrials in Reflexion. To verify that the gains in ADaPT are not simply due to higher number of LLM calls, we compare the average of number of LLM calls made by ADaPT to the baselines.

Results. Fig. 7 shows that a ADaPT employs a comparable number of LLM calls w.r.t. Try-Again and Reflexion baselines in order to yield performance improvements discussed in Sec. 5 (Tables 1 and 2). Note that while all methods including ReAct and Plan-and-Execute baselines are offered a comparable computational budget, the actual number of LLM calls used by the latter is often lower due to their inability to handle intermediate execution failures. This strengthens the argument for effectiveness of ADaPT as the improvements do not simply stem from using substantially higher number of calls to the LLM.

7 Conclusion

We introduce ADaPT, a recursive algorithm designed to harness the planning capabilities of LLMs, dynamically decomposing complex tasks when the LLM acting as an executor encounters challenges. Our evaluation across three diverse decision-making tasks, ALFWorld, WebShop, and TextCraft, reveals impressive performance of ADaPT, surpassing existing baselines by substantial margins of up to 28.3%, 27%, and 33% points, respectively. This not only underscores the effectiveness of ADaPT but also highlights the significance of as-needed decomposition in enhancing task performance. Moreover, our findings demonstrate that ADaPT not only adapts to the capabilities of the underlying executor LLM but also takes into account the complexity of individual task instances, showcasing its versatility and effectiveness.
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Limitations

ADAPT relies on the success heuristic generated by the executor LLM to determine if the model is capable of performing a complex task. For decision-making tasks studied in this work, we find that LLMs can reliably determine task success based on past action trajectories and textual feedback from the environment (see Appendix F). However, Huang et al. (2023a); Stechly et al. (2023) discuss the limits of LLM's ability to self-evaluate and self-refine. In such situations, future works may additionally employ external verifiers (Lightman et al., 2023; Shridhar et al., 2023), theory-of-mind strategies among multiple LMs (Saha et al., 2023a), and other calibration and self-evaluation techniques (Kadavath et al., 2022). These improved self-evaluation techniques could be useful to extend our framework to non-decision making tasks such as question answering.
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### A ADAPT Implementation Details

#### Executor

We use a common ReAct executor for each dataset. To this end, we provide the LLM in the executor with in-context example trajectories for each atomic skill (refer to Table 5 for an exhaustive list). Atomic skills are inherently task dependent, and thus, vary with the underlying environment. For ALFWorld, in which the agent needs to navigate and perform tasks in the household, the atomic skills include: taking an object, putting it down at a location, cleaning, heating, etc. On the other hand, the goal in WebShop is to buy a product based on user queries, thus, atomic skills include: searching a specified query, shortlisting products based on search page, matching if a product satisfies a criteria, and buying a product. Lastly, the atomic skills in TextCraft are fetching objects from the environment, and crafting them given the recipe and the ingredients. Following Yao et al. (2023b), we add gold trajectories for two tasks: heat and look in the executor prompt for ALFWorld, and one full gold trajectory for TextCraft.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Atomic Skill</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>put</td>
<td>Assuming that the robot is carrying an object, put it on a given receptacle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>take</td>
<td>Take a specified object from a specified receptacle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clean/heat/cool</td>
<td>Assuming that the robot is carrying an object, clean/heat/cool the object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>examine</td>
<td>Assuming the robot is at a desk with a desk lamp, use it to look at an object.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>search</td>
<td>Put a given query in the search box, results in a page with list of products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shortlist</td>
<td>Based on the search page and query, get list of any matching products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>match</td>
<td>Given a product ID and query, navigate to the product page and verify it matches the query.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buy</td>
<td>Given a product ID and query, buy product by selecting relevant options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>craft</td>
<td>Assuming the agent has all the ingredients in the inventory, craft a target object by picking an appropriate command from the list of crafting recipes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fetch</td>
<td>Look for a given object in the inventory or get it directly from the game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inventory</td>
<td>Look-up the game inventory.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Overview of atomic skills used in Sec. 3.1.

#### Planner

We provide the LLM with a brief description of atomic skills and in-context demonstrations of few task decompositions for each dataset.

- **ALFWorld**: The planner includes 6 demonstrations of task decompositions for one household configuration. Specifically, “find” is not an atomic skill for the executor, and therefore, needs to be handled by the planner (refer to Fig. 2).
- **WebShop**: The planner breaks down a given task in terms of the atomic skills described in Table 5 via 2 in-context demonstrations.
- **TextCraft**: The planner determines the necessary ingredients for each item and creates a plan to obtain them and then craft the item, illustrated via 2 examples with different crafting commands.

#### Controller

The controller performs two crucial roles in the overall functioning of ADAPT. First, it serves as the communication bridge between planner and executor, propagating salient information across the two depending on the task. Second, since ADAPT is a recursive algorithm, the controller determines the termination criterion using the logical expression from the planner and success heuristic from the executor or if a maximum depth $d_{\text{max}} (\geq 1)$ is reached. The controller propagates task-dependent salient information described below:

- **ALFWorld**: In the controller, we propagate the last successful action from a previous execution
Table 6: Comparison of success rates (%) achieved by ADAPT and other baselines from prior work on ALFWorld (test split) with executor used by Yao et al. (2023b)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Pick</th>
<th>Clean</th>
<th>Heat</th>
<th>Cool</th>
<th>Look</th>
<th>Pick2</th>
<th>All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ReAct</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>56.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan-and-Execute</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Try Again with ReAct</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>38.7</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>66.7</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>56.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflexion</td>
<td>83.3</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPT (Ours)</td>
<td>91.7</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>79.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for ADAPT

1: function ADAPT(Task T, Current depth k)
2: // ADAPT(·) Generates success heuristic value completed for the task T. Initialized with k = 1.
3: if k > dmax then return False
4: // Execute the task/sub-task to assess if the LLM can directly perform it using LLM-generated success.
5: completed ← executorLLM(T)
6: if completed then
7: // Plan only when the executor fails.
8: if completed is False then
9: // Using the LLM, decompose the task into a set of sub-tasks, P, and a Boolean function, logic(·), that combines output of the sub-tasks.
10: P, logic ← plannerLLM(T)
11: // Get the outputs for individual sub tasks
12: O = {ADAPT(Tsub, k+1)|Tsub ∈ P}
13: // Combine the outputs of the sub tasks
14: completed ← logic(O)
15: return completed

Table 7: Performance comparison of different methods on WebShop.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Success Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iterative Executor-Only</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Decomposition</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>17.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retry Execution</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflexion*</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATS (Zhou et al., 2023)*</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPT (Ours)</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

run to subsequent calls of the executor. Note that information is only propagated from successful sub-tasks. For sub-tasks connected via “OR”, each receives the same information from the controller. Unlike Shinn et al. (2023), executor does not get text feedback from prior failures.

- **WebShop**: We propagate the current page visible to the agent along with past unsuccessful executor tasks to the planner (without any rationales). Once we find a matching product, we also propagate the product ID in future executor calls.
- **TextCraft**: We propagate the current inventory of the agent to the executor. This is akin to executors starting with the inventory command as the first step to keep stock of which items are missing and need to be fetched or crafted.

For partial rolled-out trajectories with ADAPT refer to Figs. 9 to 11. Communication between planner and executor is highlighted in gray box(es).

**LLM-related Hyperparameters.** Following previous works (Shinn et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023) we use text-davinci-003 from the OpenAI API for ALFWorld. For WebShop, we use the gpt-3.5-turbo-instruct models, and for TextCraft we use the gpt-3.5-turbo-instruct models. All executors have a maximum budget of iterations to interact with the environment and execute the task. We set this budget to 20, 15, and 20 respectively for ALFWorld, WebShop, and TextCraft respectively. For try again with ReAct, we sample additional trajectories with a temperature of 0.7. As discussed in Sec. 4.2, we run the iterative executor-only baseline for 60, 45, 60 iterations for ALFWorld, WebShop, and TextCraft respectively. In Sec. 6.2, we use publicly available checkpoints for LLaMA 70B and Lemur 70B available on Huggingface (Wolf et al., 2019). For both planner and executor modules, we use a fixed prompt consisting of few in-context examples (as described above) for each dataset. We show all executor and planner prompts to the LLM in Appendix G. Due to cost constraints, we report success rates for a single run of each LLM in Secs. 5 and 6.

### B Handling Complex Logic in Plans

While the examples in Figs. 1 and 2 show homogeneous logic across sub-tasks in the plan, our controller can handle complex logical expressions including both “AND” and “OR” operators. Specifically, we provide instructions to the planner to output this logical expressing at the end of the plan with a fixed prefix: Execution Order. We then build a deterministic parser that can parse complex logical expressions that the controller can process. We do so by splitting the logical expression into a series of homogeneous expression each passed to ADAPT. Whenever the task given to ADAPT comprises of multiple sub-tasks connected via (one) logical operator, we automatically decompose this task as per the logical expression. For example, in Fig. 8, a detailed plans used by the plan-and-execute baseline (discussed in Sec. 4.2) comprised

---

1. [https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Llama-2-70b-hf](https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Llama-2-70b-hf)
2. [https://huggingface.co/OpenLemur/lemur-70b-chat-v1](https://huggingface.co/OpenLemur/lemur-70b-chat-v1)
Adaptive Multi-level Plans in ADaPT

Plan: Put a clean mug on desk
# Think: To do this task.
Step 1: Find and take the mug AND
# Think: Now that I have found it, ....
Step 2: Clean the mug using sinkbasin AND
# Think: Now that I have cleaned ....
Step 3: Put clean mug on desk

Plan: Find and take the mug
# Think: To do this task, ....
Step 1: Find and take mug from countertop OR
# Think: If I do not find the mug, ....
Step 2: Find and take mug from cabinet OR
# Think: If I do not find the mug, ....
Step 3: Find and take mug from drawer
# Think: If I do not find the mug, ....
Step 4: Clean the mug using sinkbasin AND
# Think: Now that I have cleaned ....
Step 5: Put clean mug on desk

Logic: ((Step 1 OR Step 2 OR Step 3) AND Step 4) AND Step 5

Detailed Plans in Plan-and-Execute

Plan: Put a clean mug on desk
# Think: To do this task.
Step 1: Find and take mug from countertop OR
# Think: If I do not find the mug, ....
Step 2: Find and take mug from cabinet OR
# Think: If I do not find the mug, ....
Step 3: Find and take mug from drawer AND
# Think: Now that I have found it, ....
Step 4: Clean the mug using sinkbasin AND
# Think: Now that I have cleaned ....
Step 5: Put clean mug on desk

Table 8: ADaPT improves WebShop (dev) performance irrespective of how many products (3 or 10) are chosen from the search page.

we observe that ADaPT yields the overall success rate by up to 23.1% points and also surpasses baselines on all but 1 task types. Interestingly, we find strong performance of the plan-and-execute baseline when using a stronger executor (as compared to Table 1) possibly as such an executor can handle complex sub-tasks better. Consistent with Table 1, ADaPT outperforms Reflexion by 12.6% points despite lack of dedicated memory and natural language feedback.

D Additional WebShop Experiments

Evaluation Metrics. We focus on success rate and not the (soft) score as the primary metric for this task because it is possible to get a non-zero score by naively buying a product. To this effect, we construct a naive executor that inputs the user query in the search bar and buys the first available product. Table 7 shows that while this baseline yields the lowest success rate, it surprisingly yields a high success rate of 58.3. In contrast, our executors often do not buy products especially when the previous sub-goals fail which can adversely impact scores even though the success rate remains unaffected. Therefore, we argue for optimizing the success rate instead of the score as opposed to prior works (Zhou et al., 2023).

ADaPT accommodating task complexity. By default, Yao et al. (2023b) use a search page with only the top-3 search results displayed. Intuitively, increasing the number of products on the search page requires the model to choose from a wider array of products and track all their information to determine the best fit to the user query, making the overall task harder. Therefore, we apply ADaPT on Webshop in two settings with 3, and 10 products per search page.

Results. From Table 8, we observe that ADaPT effectively improves success rate by 20.0% and 22.5% for 3 and 10 products respectively over the

Figure 8: Illustration of how multiple levels of plans from ADaPT, can be collapsed into one detailed plan in non-adaptive settings as used in the plan-and-execute baseline (Sec. 4.2). Our controller can handle complex (non-homogeneous) logical expressions.

of logical expressions using both AND, and OR operators. Therefore, the parser will break automatically break this into multiple levels, i.e., Step 6 = Step 1 OR Step 2 OR Step 3, followed by Step 6 AND Step 4 AND Step 5. While such complex logical expressions are mostly associated with the plan-and-execute baseline, they can be easily used within the ADaPT framework. Furthermore, this allows the plan-and-execute baseline to simulate a multi-level planning structure via detailed plans without being adaptive to the executor.

C Task-specific Executors in ALFWorld

In Table 1, we use a standardized executor with in-context demonstrations of atomic skills and two gold trajectories. While this allows for a common executor across different sub-tasks, task-specific executors yield higher performance on the specific sub-tasks. We now show ADaPT can also be used on top of task-specific executors used by Yao et al. (2023b). The results are shown in Table 6. First,
ReAct baseline. The difference in ReAct performance for both settings corroborates our hypothesis that increasing number of products on the search page increases task complexity, all else equal. Notably, we show that ADAPt yields higher improvement for more complex task settings.

E TextCraft

TextCraft: Environment Details. In TextCraft, the objective is to obtain target Minecraft items by crafting them from available items in the environment. We define an environment with three actions: craft <item> using <ingredients>, get <item>, and inventory. We utilize Minecraft's crafting recipes to specify craftable items and their ingredients, assuming that all other items are obtainable from the environment. Similar to Alf-World, our agent can directly execute these operations in the embodied game. The game begins with a list of crafting commands provided to the agent that detail recipes that can be used to craft the final target, its ingredients along with some distractors (details in Appendix E). A reward of 1 is generated when the target item gets added to the
ADaPT (Adaptive Decomposition, Dynamic Depth)

Figure 10: Partial rolled out trajectories for WebShop with ADaPT. In the gray box we communicate to the planner the current (search) page that is visible to the agent, and once a matching product is found, we propagate it to future executor runs. Note “match on search page” corresponds to shortlist skill in Table 5, and “detail match on product page” corresponds to match skill.

ADaPT (Adaptive Decomposition, Dynamic Depth)

Figure 11: Partial rolled out trajectories for TextCraft using ADaPT. In the gray box, we propagate the inventory of the agent to subsequent executor calls. Note that while “diorite” is not directly present in the environment, i.e., it needs to be crafted. The executor LLM is able to inherently compose skills to fetch it without further decomposition.

Webpage: [Search]
Task: I am looking to buy a product. I need a leak proof travel bottle that is reusable and comes in 6 pack, and price lower than 30.00 dollars

Plan: Task
# Think: To do this task
Step 1: Search "leak proof travel bottle reusable 6 pack" AND
# Think: Now that I have found it
Step 2: Match product on search page AND
# Think: Now that I have matched ...
Step 3: Buy matching product

Execute: Search "leak proof travel bottle reusable 6 pack"
> Think: Task completed!

Plan: Match product on search page
# Think: To do this task
Step 1: Detail Match [B09...7LT] on product page OR
# Think: If that does not match, ...
Step 2: Detail Match [B08...GBG] on product page OR
# Think: If that does not match, ...
Step 3: Search "leak proof bottle reusable 6 pack $30"

Execute: Detail Match [B09...7LT] on product page
> Think: Task failed!

Execute: Detail Match [B08...GBG] on product page
> Think: Task failed!

Matching Product:
[8B0956W7LT]

Execute: Buy matching product
> Think: Task completed!

Plan: Fetch 3 andesite
# Think: To do this task, ...
Step 1: Fetch 1 diorite AND
# Think: Fetch the next ingredient, ...
Step 2: Fetch 1 cobblestone AND
# Think: Now that I have found it...
Step 3: Craft 2 andesite using 1 diorite, 1 cobblestone AND
# Think: Since I need 3 andesite...
Step 4: Craft 2 andesite using 1 diorite, 1 cobblestone

Execute: Fetch 1 diorite
# Think: Task completed!

Execute: Fetch 1 cobblestone
# Think: Task completed!

Inventory: [diorite] (2), [andesite] (4)

Plan: Craft andesite slab using 3 andesite
# Think: To do this task, ...
Step 1: Get 3 andesite AND
# Think: Could not execute: get 3 andesite
Step 2: Get 1 diorite
# Think: Could not execute: get 1 diorite
Step 3: Craft andesite slab using 3 andesite

Execute: Craft andesite slab
> Think: Task completed!

Inventory: [diorite] (2), [andesite] (4)

Plan: Craft andesite slab
# Think: To do this task, ...
Step 1: Get 3 andesite
# Think: Could not execute: get 3 andesite
Step 2: Get 1 diorite
# Think: Could not execute: get 1 diorite
Step 3: Craft andesite slab using 3 andesite

Execute: Craft andesite slab
> Think: Task failed!

Since the entire set of crafting commands would not fit in the context of modern LLMs, we create a set of relevant crafting commands for every task. Apart from the set of gold crafting commands (i.e., crafting commands for all the items in the recipe tree), we also add up to 10 distractor commands. To create this distractor set, we sub-sample up to 10 recipes for every ingredient in the recipes of our gold recipe tree. We finally sub-sample up to 10 distractors from this entire set to ensure a reason-
able context size. Note that we do not provide the list of valid get commands as that can be inferred from the craft commands.

**F Evaluation of Success Heuristic**

In Sec. 3.1, we describe the executor module used in ADAPT. For tasks assigned to the executor, we prompt the LLM to generate a binary success heuristic. We use this heuristic repeatedly to evaluate if the (sub-)task needs to be decomposed further. We now study the ability of LLMs to generate this success heuristic on all our datasets. To this end, we run ADAPT and in the end compare the success rate when using the LLM’s self-assessed task success with the gold reward from the environment in Fig. 12. On ALFWorld and TextCraft, we find the LLM slightly over-estimates its overall task success. This is to be expected as the underlying tasks involve minimal subjectivity (e.g., the agent either has an item on its inventory or not). However, on WebShop, where a product can match the user criteria to different degrees (partially or fully), we find that the LLM’s assessment is significantly inflated compared to the environment reward (>30 points). This imperfect feedback affects downstream performance of ADAPT, as the algorithm terminates even though further decomposition is needed. We leave it to future work to address the shortcomings of self-evaluation with LLMs (Huang et al., 2023a; Stechly et al., 2023).

**G Prompts**

We provide all the prompts used in our planner and executor modules for ALFWorld, WebShop, and TextCraft datasets in the following pages.
Your task is to: Put a tomato in cabinet 1.
> think: Input assumption: I am carrying a tomato. Now I need to verify this.
OK.
> inventory
You are carrying: a tomato 1.
> examine tomato 1
There's nothing special about tomato 1.
> think: Based on previous context assumption is true, now I can proceed.
> go to cabinet 1
The cabinet 1 is closed.
> open cabinet 1
You open the cabinet 1. The cabinet 1 is open. In it, you see a candle 1, and a spraybottle 2.
> put tomato 1 in/on cabinet 1
You put the tomato 1 in/on the cabinet 1.
> think: End state: Now I put tomato (1) in cabinet (1). Task completed!

Your task is to: Take a mug from cabinet 5
> think: Input assumption: None
OK.
> go to cabinet 5
The cabinet 5 is closed.
> open cabinet 5
You open the cabinet 5. The cabinet 5 is open. In it, you see a mug 3.
> take mug 3 from cabinet 5
You pick up the mug 3 from the cabinet 5.
> think: End state: Now I take a mug (3) from cabinet (5). Task completed!

Your task is to: Heat an egg.
> think: Input assumption: I am carrying an egg. Now I need to verify this.
OK.
> inventory
You are carrying: a egg 2.
> examine egg 2
There's nothing special about egg 2.
> think: Based on previous context assumption is true, now I can proceed.
OK.
> go to microwave 1
The microwave 1 is closed.
> heat egg 2 with microwave 1
You heat the egg 2 using the microwave 1.
> think: End state: Now I heat a egg (2). Task completed!

Your task is to: Cool a mug.
> think: Input assumption: I am carrying a mug. Now I need to verify this.
OK.
> inventory
You are carrying: a mug 3.
> examine mug 3
There's nothing special about mug 3.
> think: Based on previous context assumption is true, now I can proceed.
OK.
> go to fridge 1
The fridge 1 is closed.
> cool mug 3 with fridge 1
You cool the mug 3 using the fridge 1.
> think: End state: Now I cool a mug (3). Task completed!

Your task is to: Clean a lettuce.
> think: Input assumption: I am carrying a lettuce. Now I need to verify this.
OK.
> inventory
You are carrying: a lettuce 1.
> examine lettuce 1
There's nothing special about lettuce 1.
> think: Based on previous context assumption is true, now I can proceed.
OK.
> go to sinkbasin 1
On the sinkbasin 1, you see a apple 2, a ladle 2, a spoon 1, and a tomato 3.
> clean lettuce 1 with sinkbasin 1
You clean the lettuce 1 using the sinkbasin 1.
> think: End state: Now I clean a lettuce (1). Task completed!
Your task is to: Use a desklamp to look at tomato 1.
> think: Input assumption: I am at the location that contains desklamp (1). Now I need to verify this.
OK.
> inventory
You are carrying: a tomato 1.
> look
You are facing desk 1. Next to it, you see nothing.
> examine desk 1
On desk 1, you see a spoon 1, a desklamp 1, and a pencil 2.
> think: Based on previous context assumption is true, now I can proceed.
OK.
> use desklamp 1
You turn on the desklamp 1.
> think: Now I use desklamp (1). Task completed!

Here are two example tasks.

You are in the middle of a room. Looking quickly around you, you see a cabinet 13, a cabinet 12, a cabinet 11, a cabinet 10, a cabinet 9, a cabinet 8, a cabinet 7, a cabinet 6, a cabinet 5, a cabinet 4, a cabinet 3, a cabinet 2, a cabinet 1, a coffeemachine 1, a countertop 1, a diningtable 1, a drawer 1, a fridge 1, a garbagecan 1, a microwave 1, a shelf 3, a shelf 2, a shelf 1, a sinkbasin 1, a stoveburner 4, a stoveburner 3, a stoveburner 2, a stoveburner 1, and a toaster 1.
Your task is to: put a hot apple in fridge.
> think: To solve the task, I need to find and take an apple, then heat it with microwave, then put it in fridge.
OK.
> think: First I need to find an apple. An apple is more likely to appear in fridge (1), diningtable (1), coffeetable (1), drawer (1), cabinet (1-13), garbagecan (1). I can check one by one, starting with fridge 1.
OK.
> go to fridge 1
The fridge 1 is closed.
> open fridge 1
You open the fridge 1. The fridge 1 is open. In it, you see a cup 1, and a egg 1.
> go to diningtable 1
On the diningtable 1, you see a apple 1, a bread 1, a fork 3, a fork 2, a fork 1, a mug 2, a peppershaker 3, a plate 2, a pot 1, a soapbottle 3, a spoon 3, a spoon 2, a spoon 1, a winebottle 3, and a winebottle 2.
> think: Now I find an apple (1). Next, I need to take it.
OK.
> take apple 1 from diningtable 1
You pick up the apple 1 from the diningtable 1.
> think: Now I take an apple (1). Next, I need to go to a microwave (1) and heat it.
OK.
> go to microwave 1
The microwave 1 is closed.
> heat apple 1 with microwave 1
You heat the apple 1 using the microwave 1.
> think: Now I heat an apple (1). Next, I need to put it in/on fridge 1.
OK.
> go to fridge 1
The fridge 1 is open. In it, you see a cup 1, and a egg 1.
> put apple 1 in/on fridge 1
You put the apple 1 in/on the fridge 1.
> think: Task completed!

You are in the middle of a room. Looking quickly around you, you see a bed 1, a desk 1, a drawer 3, a drawer 2, a drawer 1, a garbagecan 1, a safe 1, a shelf 5, a shelf 4, a shelf 3, a shelf 2, a shelf 1, a sidetable 2, and a sidetable 1.
Your task is to: look at bowl under the desklamp.
> think: To solve the task, I need to find and take a bowl, then find and use a desklamp.
OK.
> think: First I need to find a bowl. A bowl is more likely to appear in drawer shelf (1-5), drawer (1-3). I can check one by one, starting with drawer 1.
OK.
> go to shelf 1
On the shelf 1, you see nothing.
> go to shelf 2
On the shelf 2, you see a bowl 1.
> think: Now I find a bowl (1). Next, I need to take it.
OK.
> take bowl 1 from shelf 2
You pick up the bowl 1 from the shelf 2.
> think: Now I take a bowl (1). Next, I need to find a desklamp. A desklamp is more likely to appear in desk (1), sidetable (1-2), and drawer (1-3). I can check one by one, starting with desk 1.
OK.
> go to desk 1
On the desk 1, you see a alarerclock 2, a book 1, a cellphone 1, a keychain 1, a laptop 2, a laptop 1, and a pen 3.
> go to sidetable 1
On the sidetable 1, you see a cd 1, a pen 1, and a pencil 1.
> go to sidetable 2
On the sidetable 2, you see a alarerclock 1, a desklamp 1, and a pen 2.
> think: Now I find a desklamp (1). Next, I need to use it.
OK.
> use desklamp 1
You turn on the desklamp 1.
> think: Task completed!
ALFWorld Planner Prompt

Here are some examples.
You are in the middle of a room. Looking quickly around you, you see a desk 1, microwave 1, a cabinet 3, a cabinet 9, a drawer 2, a coffeemachine 1, a stoveburner 4, a drawer 5, a cabinet 11, a drawer 3, a stoveburner 1, a drawer 1, a toaster 1, a fridge 1, a stoveburner 2, a cabinet 6, a cabinet 10, a countertop 1, a cabinet 13, a cabinet 7, a garbagecan 1, a cabinet 2, a cabinet 8, a cabinet 12, a drawer 4, a cabinet 1, a sinkbasin 1, a cabinet 5, a stoveburner 3, and a cabinet 4.

Goal: Put a mug in/on desk.
Come up with an abstract plan to perform this task in a couple of steps.
# Think: To perform this task, I need to find and take mug and then put it on desk. First, I will focus on finding mug.
Step 1: Find and take mug
# Think: Now that I am carrying mug, I will focus on putting it in/on desk.
Step 2: Put mug in/on desk
Execution Order: (Step 1 AND Step 2)

Goal: Clean mug and put it in/on desk.
Come up with an abstract plan to perform this task in a couple of steps.
# Think: To perform this task, I need to find and take mug, clean it, and then put it on desk. First, I will focus on finding mug.
Step 1: Find and take mug
# Think: Now that I am carrying mug, I will focus on cleaning it.
Step 2: Clean mug with sinkbasin
# Think: Now that I have cleaned mug, I will focus on putting it in/on desk.
Step 3: Put cleaned mug in/on desk
Execution Order: (Step 1 AND Step 2 AND Step 3)

Goal: Cool mug and put it in/on desk.
Come up with an abstract plan to perform this task in a couple of steps.
# Think: To perform this task, I need to find and take mug, cool it, and then put it on desk. First, I will focus on finding mug.
Step 1: Find and take mug
# Think: Now that I am carrying mug, I will focus on cooling it.
Step 2: Cool mug with fridge
# Think: Now that I have cooled mug, I will focus on putting it in/on desk.
Step 3: Put cooled mug in/on desk
Execution Order: (Step 1 AND Step 2 AND Step 3)

Goal: Heat mug and put it in/on desk.
Come up with an abstract plan to perform this task in a couple of steps.
# Think: To perform this task, I need to find and take mug, heat it, and then put it on desk. First, I will focus on finding mug.
Step 1: Find and take mug
# Think: Now that I am carrying mug, I will focus on heating it.
Step 2: Heat mug with microwave
# Think: Now that I have heated mug, I will focus on putting it in/on desk.
Step 3: Put heated mug in/on desk
Execution Order: (Step 1 AND Step 2 AND Step 3)

Goal: Look at mug under desklamp.
Come up with an abstract plan to perform this task in a couple of steps.
# Think: To perform this task, I need to find and take mug, and then go to the desklamp and use it. First, I will focus on finding mug.
Step 1: Find and take mug
# Think: Now that I have found and taken mug, I will focus on using the desklamp.
Step 2: Use the desklamp
Execution Order: (Step 1 AND Step 2)

Goal: Find and take mug.
Come up with an abstract plan to perform this task in a couple of steps.
# Think: To perform this task I need to find mug in the room. mug is likely to be in desk, cabinet, countertop, or drawer. Now I will focus on finding mug in each of these locations one by one.
Step 1: Find and take mug from desk
# Think: If mug not found so far, I will next look in the cabinet.
Step 2: Find and take mug from cabinet
# Think: If mug not found so far, I will next look in the countertop.
Step 3: Find and take mug from countertop
# Think: If mug not found so far, I will next look in the drawer.
Step 4: Find and take mug from drawer
Execution Order: (Step 1 OR Step 2 OR Step 3 OR Step 4)

Here is the goal.
<room>
Goal: <task>.
Come up with an abstract plan to perform this task in a couple of steps. Constraints: The robot can hold/take/put only one object at a time to a location.
Ensure each step can be understood independently and mentions the name of object.
When stating the execution order, ensure that ‘AND’/‘OR’ statements are properly nested using brackets ‘()’.
Instruction: Buy product [B078GWRC1J] that matches criteria: 3 ounce bottle of bright citrus deodorant for sensitive skin, and price lower than 50.00 dollars

Action: think
Observation: OK.

Action: load
Observation: [Back to Search]
Page 1 (Total results: 50)
[B078GWRC1J]
Bright Citrus Deodorant by Earth Mama | Safe for Sensitive Skin, Pregnancy and Breastfeeding, Contains Organic Calendula 3-Ounce
$10.99
[B08KBVJ4XN]
Barrel and Oak - Aluminum-Free Deodorant, Deodorant for Men, Essential Oil-Based Scent, 24-Hour Odor Protection, Cedar & Patchouli Blend, Gentle on Sensitive Skin (Mountain Sage, 2.7 oz, 2-Pack)
$35.95
[B078GTKVXY]
Ginger Fresh Deodorant by Earth Mama | Natural and Safe for Sensitive Skin, Pregnancy and Breastfeeding, Contains Organic Calendula 3-Ounce
$10.99

Action: think
Observation: OK.

Action: click[B078GWRC1J]
Observation: [Back to Search]
Page 1 (Total results: 50)
[B078GWRC1J]
Bright Citrus Deodorant by Earth Mama | Safe for Sensitive Skin, Pregnancy and Breastfeeding, Contains Organic Calendula 3-Ounce
Price: $10.99
Rating: N.A.
[Features]
[Reviews]
[Buy Now]

Action: think
Observation: OK.

Action: click[bright citrus]
Observation: You have clicked bright citrus.

Action: click[3 ounce (pack of 1)]
Observation: You have clicked 3 ounce (pack of 1).

Action: think
Observation: OK.

Action: click[Buy Now]
Observation: You have clicked buy now.

Action: think
Observation: Task completed!

Here is another task in which you need to buy a product. When you finish buying the product with the most relevant choices, use 'think[Task completed]'. If you cannot find the matching options or proceed, think['Task failed']. Note that you can only click on text enclosed in '[]' on the webpage. Everything else is only a description, not valid with the "click" action.

Instruction: Buy product [{ }] that matches the criteria: ()
You are given a webpage of an item on an online shopping website and a criteria. Your task is to answer if the product on the page exactly matches the criteria. Not the criteria could have multiple requirements that should be checked one by one and all must satisfy for an exact match.

Here are a few examples:

Criteria: 3 ounce bottle of citrus deodorant for sensitive skin that is priced lower than $30 and natural.
Item Page:

Answer: The product is available in 3 ounce size, is citrus and suitable for sensitive skin. It is also organic or natural. Its price is $10.99 which is less than $30.
Thus, the answer is True (exact match).

Criteria: 3 ounce bottle of citrus deodorant for sensitive skin that is priced lower than $30 and natural.
Item Page:

Answer: The product is not citrus in nature. It does not match the criteria. Its price is $15.95 which is less than $30.
Thus, the answer is False (not an exact match).

Now here is the criteria and item page for the another task. Try you best to determine exact match, otherwise, respond with "False", i.e., no exact match. Generate an explanation before the answer to justify your decision.

Criteria: {}
Item Page:

Answer: False, i.e., no exact match.
You are given a search page on an online shopping site with a list of products along with name and price. Based on this information, your task is return a list of product IDs (enclosed in []) of all products that exactly match all requirements in the criteria. If the information provided is not enough to make a determination, return an empty list.

Here are a few examples.

Search Page:
[Back to Search]
Page 1 (Total results: 50)
[Next >]
[B078GWRC1J]
Bright Citrus Deodorant by Earth Mama | Safe for Sensitive Skin, Pregnancy and Breastfeeding, Contains Organic Calendula 3-Ounce
$10.99
[B08KBVJ4XN]
Barrel and Oak - Aluminum-Free Deodorant, Deodorant for Men, Essential Oil-Based Scent, 24-Hour Odor Protection, Cedar & Patchouli Blend, Gentle on Sensitive Skin (Mountain Sage, 2.7 oz, 2-Pack)
$35.95
[B078GTKVXY]
Ginger Fresh Deodorant by Earth Mama | Natural and Safe for Sensitive Skin, Pregnancy and Breastfeeding, Contains Organic Calendula 3-Ounce
$10.99
[B08SMG4WB9]
Each & Every 2-Pack Natural Aluminum-Free Deodorant for Sensitive Skin with Essential Oils, Plant-Based Packaging (Citrus & Vetiver, 2.5 Ounce (Pack of 2))
$25.0
[B08KVCCSD6]
Each & Every 3-Pack, Natural Aluminum-Free Deodorant for Sensitive Skin Made with Essential Oils, 2.5 Oz. (Lavender & Lemon, Citrus & Vetiver, and Coconut & Lime)
$35.0

Criteria: less than 5 ounce citrus deodorant sensitive skin, price less than $30.
Answer: My requirements are 5 ounce, citrus deodorant, suitable for sensitive skin, and price less than $30. Looks like this information is available on the search page, so I can proceed. Products B078GWRC1J, B08SMG4WB9 look suitable as they are less than 5 ounce, citrus and have price 10.99 and $25 less than $30. Thus, shortlisted IDs are shortlisted=[B078GWRC1J], [B08SMG4WB9].

Criteria: less than 5 ounce citrus deodorant sensitive skin, cruelty-free.
Answer: My requirements are 5 ounce, citrus deodorant, suitable for sensitive skin, and cruelty-free. Since there is no information about cruelty-free on the search page, I cannot proceed. Task failed!

Here is another task with a different search page and criteria. List all the product ids (enclosed in []) from the search page that match all the requirements in the criteria. Name this list shortlisted. If you cannot make the determination about even 1 sub-criteria, do not make a guess, output "task failed!". Generate an explanation before the answer to justify your decision.

Search Page: ()
Criteria: ()
Answer:
WebShop Planner Prompt

Write an abstract plan to successfully complete the goal. In each step of the plan mention which module (including arguments) that need to be called. Learn from and incorporate information from previous runs, e.g. do not repeat previously successful or unsuccessful commands. Here are some examples:

Information from previous run: 
- Goal: Buy 3 ounce bottle of citrus deodorant for sensitive skin, that is natural and priced less than 50.00 dollars.

# Think: Based on the criteria and the search bar, I should query 3 ounce citrus deodorant sensitive skin. I have the following constraints: natural and price lower than $30 which I can use to narrow down search results.
Step 1: Search[3 ounce citrus deodorant sensitive skin]
# Think: Now I will need to narrow down the search results for price lower than $30 and natural.
Step 2: SimpleMatch[3 ounce citrus deodorant sensitive skin with price lower than $30 and natural]
# Think: Since it returns a list of up to 3 products, I will pick the first suitable product. For now, I'll denote its id as prod_id for placeholder.
Step 3: Buy[prod_id, "3 ounce bottle of citrus deodorant for sensitive skin, that is natural and priced less than 30.00 dollars"]
# Think: My plan requires all these steps to succeed sequentially, so I will use the 'AND' operator.
Execution Order: (Step 1 AND Step 2 AND Step 3)

Information from previous run: 
- Unable to get matching product using: SimpleMatch[3 ounce citrus deodorant sensitive skin with price lower than $30 and natural]
- Search results page:
  [Back to Search]
  Page 1 (Total results: 50)
  [Next >]
  [B078GWRC1J] Bright Citrus Deodorant by Earth Mama | Safe for Sensitive Skin, Pregnancy and Breastfeeding, Contains Organic Calendula 3-Ounce $19.99
  [B08KBVJ4XN] Barrel and Oak - Aluminum-Free Deodorant, Deodorant for Men, Essential Oil-Based Scent, 24-Hour Odor Protection, Cedar & Patchouli Blend, Gentle on Sensitive Skin (Mountain Sage, 2.7 oz, 2-Pack) $35.95
  [B078GTKVXY] Ginger Fresh Deodorant by Earth Mama | Natural and Safe for Sensitive Skin, Pregnancy and Breastfeeding, Contains Organic Calendula 3-Ounce $19.99
  [B08SMG4WB9] Each & Every 2-Pack Natural Aluminum-Free Deodorant for Sensitive Skin with Essential Oils, Plant-Based Packaging (Citrus & Vetiver, 2.5 Oz. (Pack of 2)) $25.0
  [B08KVCCSD6] Each & Every 3-Pack, Natural Aluminum-Free Deodorant for Sensitive Skin Made with Essential Oils, 2.5 Oz. (Lavender & Lemon, Citrus & Vetiver, and Coconut & Lime) $35.0

Goal: Narrow down search results for 3 ounce bottle of citrus deodorant for sensitive skin that is priced lower than $30 and natural. You cannot search again.
# Think: Based on the search results and previous information, SimpleMatch failed because my criteria was too complex. Price constraint is easy to verify, I will narrow down based on that first then examine in detail for natural constraint.
# Think: Based on price, I narrow down my search to B078GWRC1J, B08SMG4WB9 as they look suitable. These are on my shortlist to examine the natural constraint in detail one by one.
Step 1: DetailMatch[B078GWRC1J, 3 ounce bottle of for sensitive skin, that is natural and priced less than 30.00 dollars]
Step 2: DetailMatch[B08SMG4WB9, 3 ounce bottle of citrus deodorant for sensitive skin, that is natural and priced less than 30.00 dollars]
# Think: If none of the products exactly match my criteria, I will search again with a new query that includes the natural criteria too. This ensures my plan is complete.
Step 3: Search[3 ounce citrus deodorant natural and sensitive skin]
# Think: Since these steps are linked by an if condition, I only need one of them to succeed. I will connect them using the "OR" operator.
Execution Order: (Step 1 OR Step 2 OR Step 3)

Here is a new goal. Write an abstract plan to successfully complete the goal. In each step of the plan mention which module (including arguments) that need to be called. Learn from and incorporate information from previous runs, e.g. do not repeat previously successful or unsuccessful commands. In the end, output the intended execution order.

Information from previous run: {}
Goal: {}
You are given few useful crafting recipes to craft items in Minecraft. Crafting commands are of the format "craft [target object] using [input ingredients]". You can either 'fetch' an object (ingredients) from the inventory or the environment or 'craft' (target) using any of the crafting commands. You can use ONLY these crafting commands provided, do not use your own crafting commands. However, if the crafting command uses a generic ingredient like "planks", you can use special types of the same ingredient e.g. "dark oak planks" in the command instead. For any other natural language or thoughts, use prefix 'think:'.

Here is a demo of how to fetch and craft objects.
Crafting commands:
craft 3 dark oak sign using 6 dark oak planks, 1 stick
craft 4 dark oak planks using 1 dark oak log
craft 1 stick using 1 planks
craft 4 stick using 2 bamboo
craft 4 oak planks using 1 oak log
craft 1 dark oak fence using 2 stick, 4 dark oak planks
craft 1 warped stairs using 6 warped planks
craft 3 oak sign using 6 oak planks, 1 stick
Goal: craft dark oak sign
think: I should check if I can fetch dark oak sign directly from the environment or the inventory.
OK.
> inventory:
Inventory: [stick] (1) [dark oak planks] (8)
> get dark oak sign
Could not find dark oak sign

think: I cannot get dark oak sign directly, I need to craft it. From the crafting commands, I can use: craft dark oak sign using 6 dark oak planks, 1 stick. Ingredients needed: 6 dark oak planks, 1 stick. Input assumption: I have all the necessary ingredients in my inventory. Let me verify this first.
OK.
> inventory
Inventory: [stick] (1) [dark oak planks] (8)
> think: I found my ingredients: 6 dark oak planks, 1 stick in my inventory. My assumption is true, I can proceed. I will use the crafting command: craft dark oak sign using 6 dark oak planks
OK.
> craft 1 dark oak sign using 6 dark oak planks, 1 stick
Crafted 1 minecraft:dark_oak_sign
> inventory
Inventory: [dark oak sign] (1)
> think: I now have dark oak sign in my inventory. Task Completed!
OK.

Goal: fetch 2 dark oak logs.
think: I should check my inventory first, to see if I already have dark oak sign. Otherwise, I will directly try to get it from the environment.
OK.
> inventory
Inventory: [stick] (1)
> get 2 dark oak logs.
Got 2 dark oak logs
> inventory
Inventory: [dark oak log] (2) [stick] (1)
> think: I have 2 dark oak logs in my inventory. Task Completed!
OK.

Here is an example of a complex goal.
Goal: craft 2 oak planks
think: I should check if I can fetch dark oak sign directly from the environment or the inventory.
OK.
> inventory:
Inventory: [stick] (1)
> get 2 oak planks
Could not find 2 oak planks

think: I cannot get oak planks directly, I need to craft it. From the crafting commands, I can use: craft 4 oak planks using 1 oak log. Ingredients needed: 1 dark oak log. Input assumption: I have the ingredients needed in my inventory. Let me verify this first.
OK.
> inventory
Inventory: [stick] (1)
> think: My assumption is false. I need to get the ingredients: 1 oak log first.
OK.
> get 1 oak log
Got 1 oak log
> craft 4 oak planks using 1 oak log
Crafted 4 minecraft:oak_planks
> inventory
Inventory: [stick] (1) [oak_planks] (4)
> think: I now have 2 oak planks in my inventory. Task Completed!
OK.

Now here is a different goal. You can use these crafting commands to accomplish the goal. When you the desired item in your inventory, think: Task Completed! If you have tried your best but cannot proceed, think: task failed!
TextCraft Planner Prompt

Your task is to come up with a short plan to help me accomplish my goal in a couple of steps using at most ONE of the provided crafting commands. You can take the help of crafting commands below to create new objects.

Craft command can be understood as follows: craft [target] using [ingredients], where target is item/object generated by the craft command as output and ingredient are the inputs. You are given an agent that can "craft" or "fetch" objects.

Here is are some examples.

Crafting commands:
craft 3 dark oak sign using 6 dark oak planks, 1 stick
craft 4 dark oak planks using 1 dark oak log
craft 1 stick using 1 planks
craft 4 stick using 2 bamboo
craft 4 oak planks using 1 oak log
craft 1 dark oak fence using 2 stick, 4 dark oak planks
craft 3 warped stairs using 6 warped planks
craft 5 oak sign using 6 oak planks, 1 stick

Goal: craft dark oak sign.
# Think: My target is a dark oak sign. From the list of crafting commands, only 1 command generates my target: craft 3 dark oak sign using 6 dark oak planks, 1 stick. I will use this command to devise a plan. My ingredients are: 6 dark oak planks, 1 stick. I should first get all the ingredients and then use the crafting command.
Step 1: fetch 6 dark oak planks
Step 2: fetch 1 stick
# Think: Now that I have collected the input ingredients, I can craft the dark oak sign using given command.
Step 3: craft dark oak sign using 6 dark oak planks, 1 stick
# Think: To succeed, I need to perform all these steps, one after the other. So I need to use the "AND" operator.
Execution Order: (Step 1 AND Step 2 AND Step 3)

Goal: fetch 6 dark oak planks.
# Think: My target is 6 dark oak planks. From the list of crafting commands, only 1 command generates my target: craft 4 dark oak planks using 1 dark oak log. My ingredients are: 1 dark oak log. To successfully accomplish the goal, I should first get all the ingredients and then use the crafting command.
Step 1: fetch 1 dark oak log
# Think: Now that I have collected the input ingredients, I can craft dark oak planks using given command. I know that I cannot use a partial recipe.
Step 2: craft 4 dark oak planks using 1 dark oak log
# Think: This gives me 4 dark oak planks which is less than my desired 6 dark oak planks. I know that I cannot use a partial recipe. So my goal is not satisfied, I need to craft more dark oak planks by repeating Step 2 one more time.
Step 3: craft 4 dark oak planks using 1 dark oak log
# Think: To succeed, I need to perform all these steps, one after the other. So I need to use the "AND" operator.
Execution Order: (Step 1 AND Step 2 AND Step 3)

Here is a different goal with different craft commands. Your task is to come up with a short plan to help me accomplish my goal in a couple of steps using at most ONE of the provided crafting commands. You can take the help of crafting commands below to create new objects. Keep in mind that:
- It is okay to generate more target objects than your goal.
- Be very careful with the count of objects, SAME object counts mentioned in the input crafting command.
- You cannot use a partial crafting command recipe, i.e. if the recipe generates 2 objects you CANNOT alter it to produce just 1.
- Also, you can use ONLY 1 crafting command in your plan.